Developmental changes in lectin-binding patterns of three nasal sensory epithelia in Xenopus laevis.
The nasal cavity of adult Xenopus laevis (X. laevis) is composed of a series of three compartments: principal, middle, and inferior chambers. The principal chamber is lined with olfactory epithelium (OE), middle chamber with middle chamber epithelium (MCE), and inferior chamber with vomeronasal epithelium (VNE). In the present study, we examined developmental changes of lectin-binding patterns of the OE, MCE, and VNE by the use of four biotinylated lectins; DSL, DBA, PNA, and UEA-I. From Stage 59, just after the beginning of metamorphosis, the stainings of the free border for DBA and UEA-I were decreased in the OE and MCE, respectively, but the stainings of secretory granules (SGs) in the OE became intense. From Stage 63, sensory cells positive for DSL were increased in these three epithelia, and positive stainings for UEA-I and DBA increased in the SGs and Jacobson's glands (JGs), respectively. In addition, from 3 months after the end of metamorphosis, the stainings of sensory cells for PNA, DBA, and DSL changed in the OE, MCE, and VNE, respectively, and those of the SGs, Bowman's glands, and JGs also changed for several lectins. The present results showed that glycoconjugates expressed in three epithelia and their associated glands changed during and after the end of metamorphosis. These findings may indicate that the functional maturation of each epithelium depends not only on the maturation of sensory cells, but also on the maturation of the SGs in supporting cells of the OE and their associated glands after the end of metamorphosis.